CAMPAIGN EMAIL #9- THANK YOU EMAIL – NO RESULTS AVAILABLE YET

Send time: Within a few days of campaign end  
Sender: Employee Campaign Manager  
Subject: [IF HIT GOAL>> We did it! // IF NOT>> Thank you!]

It is rewarding to be a part of a company that believes in giving back and offers each of us the opportunity to do so right here at our workplace. Join me in celebrating another successful year of supporting our community through the United Way of Southern Nevada (UWSN) and **INSERT COMPANY NAME** giving campaign. It takes an entire community to change lives, and we’re making change happen together!

Thank you on behalf of the families, children, neighbors, and friends who will benefit from your generosity. From all of those whose lives will be improved by your generosity, I extend my warmest gratitude.

Thanks again!  
[SIGNATURE]

P.S. To learn how your support is powering UWSN to keep fighting for our community all year long, make sure to stay connected through their newsletter and social media accounts.